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ABSTRACT
The incorporation of dilute concentrations of bismuth into traditional III–V alloys produces signiﬁcant reductions in bandgap energy
presenting unique opportunities in strain and bandgap engineering. However, the disparity between the ideal growth conditions for the host
matrix and those required for substitutional bismuth incorporation has caused the material quality of these III–V–Bi alloys to lag behind that
of conventional III–V semiconductors. InSb1 xBix, while experimentally underexplored, is a promising candidate for high-quality III–V–Bi
alloys due to the relatively similar ideal growth temperatures for InSb and III–Bi materials. By identifying a highly kinetically limited growth
regime, we demonstrate the growth of high-quality InSb1 xBix by molecular beam epitaxy. X-ray diffraction and Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry (RBS) measurements of the alloy’s bismuth concentration, coupled with smooth surface morphologies as measured by atomic
force microscopy, suggest unity-sticking bismuth incorporation for a range of bismuth concentrations from 0.8% to 1.5% as measured by
RBS. In addition, the ﬁrst photoluminescence was observed from InSb1 xBix and demonstrated wavelength extension up to 7.6 lm at 230 K,
with a bismuth-induced bandgap reduction of 29 meV/% Bi. Furthermore, we report the temperature dependence of the bandgap of
InSb1 xBix and observed behavior consistent with that of a traditional III–V alloy. The results presented highlight the potential of InSb1 xBix
as an alternative emerging candidate for accessing the longwave-infrared.
Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0121657

Over the past few decades, III–V–bismide alloys have received
much attention due to the signiﬁcant bandgap reduction induced by
the incorporation of small concentrations of bismuth.1,2 These dilutebismide alloys have facilitated wavelength extension for a variety
of applications including solar cells,3 lasers,4 and photodetectors.5
However, dilute-bismides continue to be plagued by poor material
quality relative to traditional III–V alloys, often attributed to the dissimilar growth temperatures of the optimized host matrix and its
dilute-bismide counterpart. To overcome the disparity in growth window, both low substrate temperatures and V/III ﬂux ratios near stoichiometry are necessary to promote bismuth incorporation due to the
generally weak strength of III–Bi bonds as opposed to other III–V and
Bi–Bi bonds.6–8
InSb, thus, may present a unique opportunity for dilutebismides, as the In–Sb bond strength is the lowest of the conventional
III–V materials.8 As a result, the optimal growth temperature for InSb
is likewise low,9 and, therefore, the deviation in growth conditions for
InSb1 xBix from those of InSb should be comparatively small.
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Additionally, Sb and Bi possess remarkably similar electronegativities
resulting in minimal differences in covalent bonding between InSb and
InBi.10 Furthermore, there is a relatively small mismatch in lattice constant between InBi11,12 and InSb, particularly when compared with
other dilute-bismide host matrices. The small lattice mismatch between
InBi and InSb, in conjunction with the similarities in bond strength and
electronegativities, could lead InSb1 xBix alloys to potentially exhibit
behavior that is more consistent with conventional III–V semiconductor alloys, rather than highly mismatched alloys. If InSb1 xBix were not
a true highly mismatched alloy, it would not necessarily exhibit band
anticrossing or a “penalty” in optical quality with increasing bismuth
incorporation. Thus, high-quality InSb1 xBix could potentially be realized without the extreme reduction in material quality typically
observed in other highly mismatched materials. However, more experimental work is necessary to determine whether InSb1 xBix demonstrates conventional or highly mismatched alloy characteristics.
In addition to the potential compatibility of bismuth incorporation in InSb, InSb1 xBix is a particularly promising candidate for
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accessing the long-wave infrared (LWIR, 8–14 lm) with highperformance optoelectronic devices. While considerable wavelength
extension beyond that of the host matrix has been shown in many
other dilute-bismide alloys,13–17 there are no reports of emission at, or
beyond, that of native InSb from any other dilute-bismide alloys. InSb
inherently possesses the narrowest bandgap energy of any conventional III–V alloys and, thus, InSb1 xBix is expected to span the entire
LWIR with only 5% Bi incorporation.12 All in all, InSb1 xBix
presents an opportunity for a direct transition, lattice-matched, LWIR
III–V material, which is a spectral regime currently dominated by
either other material systems, such as HgCdTe, or more complicated
and weaker absorbing III–V materials employed in type-II superlattices and quantum well infrared photodetectors.18,19
Despite promising material and optical advantages, InSb1 xBix
remains underexplored relative to wider bandgap dilute-bismides with
comparatively few experimental studies since the alloy was ﬁrst synthesized over 50 years ago.11 In the investigations that have been performed, there are conﬂicting reports on basic material properties. The
lattice has been reported to both contract20,21 as well as expand11,12,22
with bismuth incorporation and reports of the bismuth-induced
bandgap reduction range from 623 to 35 meV/% Bi12 based on roomtemperature optical absorption measurements. Moreover, there are no
systematic studies of the full growth space for InSb1 xBix and many
important properties and parameters that are necessary for the device
design have yet to be experimentally demonstrated. In particular, epitaxial growth in the “unity-sticking” regime24 has yet to be demonstrated, despite growth under such a regime being a prerequisite for
yielding high optical quality from highly mismatched alloys, such as
dilute-bismides, dilute-borides, and dilute-nitrides. In this work, we
report the growth of high-quality InSb1 xBix ﬁlms that exhibit unitysticking bismuth incorporation, which enabled the observation of photoluminescence (PL) from InSb1 xBix alloys.
Nominally 250 nm thick epitaxial ﬁlms were grown on n-type
InSb (100) substrates by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
The ﬁlms were grown in a Varian Gen-II MBE system, which is
equipped with a valved cracker cell for antimony and dual-zone thermal
effusion cells for indium and bismuth. Prior to growth, substrates were
thermally deoxidized at 425  C under an antimony overpressure. To
promote bismuth incorporation, low substrate temperatures and V/III
ﬂux ratios near stoichiometry were maintained during the growth of the
InSb1 xBix ﬁlms to reduce bismuth desorption and minimize Sb/Bi
competition.6,11 Building on the work of Ptak et al. on GaAs1 xBix,25 a
relatively fast growth rate was employed to mitigate bismuth droplet formation by kinetically limiting excess bismuth accumulation on the surface during growth. Under the same growth conditions, ten InSb1 xBix
ﬁlms were grown with varying Bi/III ﬂux ratios by changing only the
bismuth beam equivalent pressure (BEP) between 5  10 9 and
2.7  10 8 Torr. During the growth of the InSb1 xBix ﬁlms, the substrate temperature was approximately 300  C as measured by blackbody
thermometry with a kSA BandiT system. The indium ﬂux corresponded
to a growth rate of 1 lm/hr at a BEP of 5.06  10 7 Torr. The antimony BEP was 9.04  10 7 Torr for an Sb/In ﬂux ratio of 0.975,
based on V-limited reﬂection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
oscillations of GaSb at a similar substrate temperature to that employed
during InSb(Bi) growth.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to quantify the roughness of sample surfaces and determine if bismuth droplets had formed.
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Figure 1 shows the RMS roughness of each ﬁlm with inset AFM surface morphology measurements shown for the samples grown with
the highest two bismuth BEPs. There is a clear minimum in roughness
observed for samples grown with bismuth BEPs in the range of
8  10 9– 2.3  10 8 Torr, highlighted in blue in Fig. 1. The samples
in this range exhibited smooth, droplet-free surface morphologies with
RMS roughness measurements on the order of a reference InSb buffer
layer (1.5 nm), which is suggestive of unity-sticking bismuth
incorporation.
For samples grown with bismuth BEPs less than 8  10 9 Torr
or greater than 2.3  10 8 Torr, droplet and/or nanostructure formation was present in AFM measurements, indicating non-substitutional
bismuth incorporation. Similar observations were noted in the growth
of GaAs1 xBix as a function of the growth rate. Ptak et al. attributed
droplet formation in samples with high bismuth content to ineffective
incorporation of high bismuth ﬂuxes while roughness in samples with
low bismuth content was theorized to be due to an insufﬁcient bismuth surfactant effect.25 Another possible explanation for roughness
in our ﬁlms grown under low bismuth ﬂuxes could be the formation
of III-rich droplets/nanostructures due to growth with a total V ﬂux
less than necessary for stoichiometric growth. For GaAs1 xBix, Ptak
et al. found that by increasing or decreasing the growth rate, the unitysticking bismuth regime could be extended to include higher or lower
bismuth concentrations, respectively.25 While it is expected that the
same behavior would hold true for InSb1 xBix, no systematic studies
of the effects of growth rate on bismuth incorporation in InSb1 xBix
exist in the literature.
To quantify substitutional bismuth concentration in the
InSb1 xBix ﬁlms with signiﬁcant quantities of bismuth, highresolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) measurements were performed on six of the ﬁlms with bismuth BEPs  8  10 9 Torr.
HR-XRD coupled x-2h scans of the InSb1 xBix ﬁlms about the
(004) peak of InSb exhibited increasingly compressively strained

FIG. 1. AFM surface morphology measurements over a 5  5 lm2 area showed
smooth surfaces (1.5 nm RMS roughness or less) for ﬁlms grown within an intermediate range of bismuth BEPs from 8  10 9 to 2.3  10 8 Torr. Outside of this
range, the formation of droplets and nanostructures was evident. Surface morphology measurements of the two samples grown with the second highest bismuth BEP
(bottom right) and highest bismuth BEP (top right) illustrate these two regimes
respectively. This highlights a wide droplet-free growth window, which is a prerequisite for unity-sticking bismuth incorporation in InSb1 xBix.
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layer peaks with increasing bismuth BEP, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Compressive strain is expected as several experimental investigations of
InAs1 xBix,17,26,27 InSb1 xBix,12,28 and InP1 xBix29,30 report zinc-blende
InBi’s lattice constant, estimated with extrapolation, as ranging from 6.5
to 7.3 Å, which is larger than that of InSb (6.48 Å). Dynamical simulations ﬁt to the experimental XRD measurements suggested substitutional

FIG. 2. (a) Coupled XRD x-2h scans of the six InSb1 xBix ﬁlms about the (004) peak
of InSb. As expected, the compressively strained InSb1 xBix layer peaks shifted to
smaller angles with increasing bismuth ﬂux. (b) Dynamical simulations of the ﬁlms ﬁt to
the XRD measurements allowed estimation of the bismuth concentration in each sample assuming a zinc-blende InBi lattice constant of 6.626 Å. Representative simulations
ﬁt to the samples with the highest and lowest bismuth concentrations are shown. (c)
Substitutional bismuth concentration increased linearly as a function of increasing bismuth BEP consistent with growth in the unity-sticking regime.
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bismuth concentrations ranging from 0.45% to 1.9% in the ﬁlms.
Measured data and simulations for two of the samples are shown in Fig.
2(b). In these simulations, we assumed an InBi lattice constant of 6.626 Å
based on extrapolations from Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
(RBS) measurements of InSb1 xBix12 and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3503
based on estimations from the well-established elastic coefﬁcients of InP,
InAs, and InSb.26 Additionally, to best ﬁt the measured data, a very thin
(1.1–1.2 Å) interfacial layer was included at the interface between the
substrate and the InSb buffer to account for any thin layer of In-based
oxide that may have remained on the surface after thermal
deoxidation.31
Importantly, the bismuth concentration in the ﬁlms increased
linearly with the bismuth BEP as seen in Fig. 2(c). This trend suggests
unity-sticking incorporation; however, it is also necessary to quantify
any non-substitutional incorporation of bismuth in the ﬁlms.
Historically, non-substitutional incorporation has plagued the diluteborides,32,33 dilute-nitrides,34,35 and dilute-bismides23,36,37 in the forms
of antisite, interstitial, phase separated, and/or surface-segregated
droplet formation.
To verify the mechanism(s) of incorporation, RBS measurements
were performed on the same six InSb1 xBix ﬁlms to quantify the total
bismuth content in the ﬁlms. As seen in Fig. 3, the total bismuth concentration in the ﬁlms increased linearly with increasing bismuth BEP
for all samples, except for the ﬁlm with the highest bismuth content,
which possessed a rough surface morphology with droplet formation.
It is worth noting that the differences in bismuth concentration
extracted from XRD and RBS measurements could be due to small
inaccuracies in the experimentally extrapolated zinc-blende InBi lattice
constant.
The monotonic increase in both the substitutional and total bismuth concentration with increasing bismuth BEP in the samples with
droplet-free surface morphologies, as measured by XRD and RBS
respectively, strongly suggests that these ﬁlms exhibit unity-sticking
bismuth incorporation. As expected, there is also a clear linear relationship between the bismuth concentration as determined by RBS

FIG. 3. Total bismuth concentration measured by RBS demonstrated a linear relationship between bismuth incorporation and bismuth BEP for a wide range of samples suggesting a unity-sticking regime that spans 0.8% to 1.5% bismuth
incorporation under these growth conditions.
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measurements and the strained lattice mismatch between the
InSb1 xBix layer peak and the substrate from XRD measurements for
the samples grown within the unity-sticking bismuth regime.
Furthermore, RBS channeling measurements performed on the sample
containing the second highest concentration of bismuth indicated the
bismuth was 98% substitutionally incorporated on the anion sublattice,
approaching the sensitivity limit of the instrument. This strongly suggests that these ﬁve ﬁlms were indeed grown under a kinetically limited
growth regime and enables the identiﬁcation of a range of bismuth concentrations from 0.8% to 1.5% (highlighted in blue in Figs. 1 and 3)
that exhibit unity-sticking bismuth incorporation for the speciﬁc
growth conditions employed in this report. In the remainder of this
work, bismuth concentration values will be discussed based on XRD
estimations, which represent the substitutional bismuth incorporation,
except when otherwise noted.
From these ﬁlms, PL from InSb1 xBix was observed, likely owing to
the optimized growth regime and, thus, high optical quality. Figure 4(a)
shows the PL spectra of the ﬁlms measured at 83 K. The peak at 5.45 lm
was attributed to the InSb substrate, while the InSb1 xBix ﬁlm peaks
exhibited wavelength extension as far as 6.5 lm at 83 K for the sample
with the highest bismuth content. It should be noted that excitonic effects
were assumed to be negligible as the exciton binding energy generally
decreases with decreasing bandgap energy allowing for the assumption
that the InSb1 xBix exciton binding energy is <0.5 meV.38 Correlating the
bandgap reduction to the bismuth concentration in each sample by linear
interpolation revealed a bismuth-induced bandgap reduction of
20 meV/% Bi based on XRD measurements of bismuth concentration,
as seen in Fig. 4(b), or 29 meV/% Bi based on RBS measurements of
bismuth concentration, as seen in Fig. 4(c). Since RBS channeling measurements showed extremely high substitutional bismuth incorporation,
29 meV/% Bi is likely the more accurate estimation of the effects of bismuth incorporation on the bandgap energy of InSb1 xBix. Bulk ﬁlms
tend to exhibit a peak PL energy approximately 0.5kBT above the
bandgap energy;39,40 since the bismuth-induced bandgap reduction estimates are based on PL measurements all performed at the same temperature (83 K), there is no difference in trend between the peak PL energy
and the bandgap energy as functions of bismuth concentration. Though
there is nonlinearity in the bandgap reduction of InSb1 xBix at very low
bismuth concentrations (<0.8% based on RBS measurements), there is a
strong linear relationship within the entirety of the identiﬁed unitysticking bismuth regime. Additionally, 29 meV/% Bi is close to recent
work from Rajpalke et al., where a bismuth-induced bandgap reduction
of 35 meV/% Bi based on optical absorption measurements of InSb1 xBix
at room temperature was demonstrated.12 The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) as a function of bismuth concentration is also shown in
Fig. 4(b). Within the unity-sticking bismuth regime, the FWHM
increased from 10 meV for InSb to 25 meV with increasing bismuth
concentration, likely due to alloy broadening.41 However, the sample with
the highest bismuth concentration exhibited a much higher FWHM of
95 meV, most likely due to inhomogeneous bismuth incorporation as a
result of growth outside of the unity-sticking bismuth regime.
It is worth noting that for a typical highly mismatched alloy, PL
intensity is expected to dramatically decrease with increasing concentration of the highly mismatched constituent as has been seen for various dilute-bismides.13,14 However, in the InSb1 xBix ﬁlms, PL
intensity was generally greater in the samples with higher bismuth
incorporation. This suggests that PL strength is not dominated by
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FIG. 4. (a) PL spectra measured at 83 K of InSb1 xBix ﬁlms with varying bismuth concentration demonstrating wavelength extension to 6.5 lm for the sample with the
greatest bismuth concentration (1.9% Bi based on XRD measurements). (b) Peak PL
energy (left, blue) as a function of bismuth concentration demonstrated a bismuthinduced bandgap reduction of 20 meV/% Bi based on XRD measurements. FWHM
(right, gray) increased slightly with increasing bismuth concentration within the unitysticking bismuth regime, likely due to alloy broadening. Outside of this regime, the
sample with the highest bismuth concentration exhibited a much greater FWHM. (c)
Within the unity-sticking bismuth regime, peak PL energy decreased by 29 meV/%
Bi based on RBS measurements of total bismuth concentration.

bismuth concentration in InSb1 xBix grown under these growth conditions, which could be very promising for InSb1 xBix-based optoelectronic devices operating at extended wavelengths.
To characterize the temperature-dependence of the bandgap, PL
measurements were performed on the sample with the highest bismuth content (1.9% Bi based on XRD measurements) at temperatures
ranging from 83 to 230 K, shown in Fig. 5(a). The peak PL energy
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dilute-bismide alloy and the conventional III–V binary, shown in the
inset of Fig. 5(b).
In conclusion, high-quality InSb1 xBix ﬁlms were grown by
MBE. Unity-sticking bismuth incorporation was achieved as evidenced by smooth surface morphologies paired with linear trends in
substitutional and total bismuth concentration as a function of bismuth ﬂux. This was further supported by RBS channeling measurements, which showed a high proportion of substitutionally
incorporated bismuth. Consequently, we observed PL from InSb1 xBix
and demonstrated wavelength extension out to 7.6 lm at 230 K. From
these PL measurements, we estimated a bismuth-induced bandgap
reduction of 29 meV/% Bi at 83 K. Furthermore, temperaturedependent PL exhibited behavior consistent with what is observed from
direct interband transitions in typical III–V alloys. The optimized growth
window identiﬁed in this work, as well as the high-quality alloys grown
in this regime, suggest that InSb1 xBix is a particularly promising candidate for accessing the LWIR with high-quality III–V epitaxial devices.
See the supplementary material for the raw RBS measurements
of the InSb1 xBix ﬁlms used to determine the total bismuth concentrations in each sample.

FIG. 5. (a) PL spectra of the InSb1 xBix ﬁlm containing the highest bismuth concentration at temperatures ranging from 83 to 230 K demonstrated a shift to longer
wavelengths with increasing temperature as expected for an interband optical transition in a traditional III–V alloy. Note that the feature at 6.5 lm is due to atmospheric H2O absorption. (b) A Varshni ﬁt to the bandgap energy as a function of
temperature yielded a and b parameters comparable to traditional III–V alloys.
Inset: A normalized Varshni ﬁt of InSb0.981Bi0.019 compared favorably with the temperature dependence of the bandgap of bulk InSb.

decreased with increasing temperature, which is consistent with interband transitions in conventional III–V semiconductors. As seen in
Fig. 5(b), a Varshni ﬁt to the bulk bandgap energy, estimated as
0.5kBT below the peak PL energy,39,40 yielded reasonable a and b
parameters, 0.274 meV/K and 114.4 K respectively, which compare
favorably to those of typical III–V binaries. It should be noted that
without colder measurements below 83 K, E0 and b are relatively
unconstrained [see error bars noted in Fig. 5(b)] and that lower temperature measurements would be necessary to fully conﬁrm the temperature dependence of InSb0.981Bi0.019. While large degrees of
bismuth inhomogeneity would manifest as broadening of the
InSb1 xBix layer peak in XRD measurements as seen in other dilutebismide alloys,26,42 there could be small degrees of bismuth clustering
and/or localization that would only be observed in low temperature
photoluminescence measurements in the form of an S-shape deviation
from typical Varshni behavior43 and/or a broad Urbach tail below the
bandgap energy.44 At the elevated temperatures measured in this
work, Varshni ﬁts of both InSb0.981Bi0.019 and InSb45 demonstrated
remarkably similar behavior as a function of temperature for the
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